
 

 

 

 

EA Hill 

National Infrastructure Planning Inspectorate 

Temple Quay House 

2 The Square Bristol 

BS1 6PN 

19 March 2019 

Dear Sirs, 

Rail Central Strategic Freight Rail Interchange – Request for Deferment of the Preliminary Meeting 

Thank you for your emailed letter dated 18 March 2019 regarding the request from the Applicants 
for a deferment of the Preliminary Meeting. I have read your letter and the one from Rail Central to 
you dated 11 March 2019. As an Interested Party, I would like to comment on the request as follows. 
Please note that I am a local resident living in Blisworth and have been following the progress (or 
lack of it) of this Application since its inception; I believe that if built, this SFRI has profound 
detrimental consequences for both the village I live in, and the nearby village of Milton Malsor. 

In considering this matter, I have in mind the following factors: 

• Another SFRI, Northampton Gateway (NG), is proposed for land adjacent to Rail Central’s 
and is currently undergoing Examination. I attended an Issue Specific Hearing on Cumulative 
Effects on 12 March when news of the problems with Rail Central’s traffic mitigation plans 
had just surfaced. Meaningful assessment of the cumulative effects of NG plus Rail Central 
as far as traffic is concerned is now impossible before the current NG Decision Date. 

• Throughout the process to date, Rail Central’s performance on document availability and 
consultation have been subject to lengthy delay. Even when published, final documents 
have been significantly different to the draft versions on which local consultations were 
based.  

• Rail Central’s Environmental Statement, as it currently stands, runs to some 580 separate 
documents, listed in apparently random order on your web-site. The impression is one of 
hurry, disorganisation and little respect for the needs of anyone attempting to navigate 
through the submissions in a coherent way. 

In view of the above, I believe you should have little confidence in the timescales put forward by Rail 
Central for either of their programmes A or B, or that when revised they will be fit for purpose. 

The issue of road traffic is one of the key concerns I have about Rail Central’s proposals. Major 
congestion on the local trunk roads is a common, almost daily, issue in this area with Blisworth and 
its local roads commonly used as “rat runs” to avoid hold-ups. Traffic mitigation is therefore a vital 
aspect of the proposals. I believe that when Rail Central’s revised traffic proposals are available, they 



should be subject to wide local consultation, not just the statutory consultees as proposed by Rail 
Central in their letter to you.  

If the revised traffic plans are profoundly different (Programme B), there are clearly significant 
knock-on effects in many areas of the Environmental Impact Assessment. If that is the case, I believe 
you might be justified in requiring Rail Central to start their application process again from scratch 
from local engagement onwards. 

I would also suggest that when Rail Central’s revised traffic mitigation is submitted to you, that you 
have it independently peer reviewed in order to get appropriate confidence that it is, this time, fit 
for purpose. 

Finally, given the lamentable progress of Rail Central’s application at almost every turn, if there are 
further major delays or significant errors in submissions, I think you may be justified in concluding 
that the organisation and management of this proposal and its application through your processes is 
fundamentally unsatisfactory and the application denied on that basis.  

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

 

 

 




